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About This Game

Hit Tank PRO

Hit Tank is an addictive game of fast action that combines Strategy, Action and Challenge.
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Ready to take on the fight? Complete your mission while fighting cunning enemies in unique environments!.

Become a hero! Hit Tank will challenge you like never before.

Challenge players from around the world with the online leaderboards.

Features :
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* 60 Unique Levels

* 9 Different Enemies

* Retro graphics levels

* 3 Game Modes :

- Missions

- Challenge

- Mode PRO

* 4 Levels of Difficulty to accommodate all types of players

* Realistic & Original System

* Game Options (Hitbox, Speed Etc ..)

* Leaderboard

Your turn to Play!
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Title: Hit Tank PRO
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Bacq Stellan
Publisher:
OtakuMaker.com
Release Date: 2 Dec, 2015
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shark tank hit products. hit tank pro скачать. hit tank pro

I would recommend this game to people who have a nothing do in spare time or just looking for a good tank game to play.. Hit
Tank PRO is a game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- it has a good price
- it is indie & casual
- it has action & adventure
- it has strategy
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!. It reminds me of my 8bit golden times. It's easy to control the tank, it's hard enough to take a lot of my time and it's
addicting. It's also perfect for kids training motor coordination due to it's nice mechanics and strategy elements.. This could
have been a decent game if it had multiplayer,. local or network.
But it does not.. hit tank woah. The game is fun and worth it's low price.

However, sometimes the enemy tanks just get away from the screen and you can't properly finish the level.. It's funny and hard.
This one is a bad tank game. it's casual strategy tank game but lacks of mechanic.
I better play the original Battle Tanks rather than this.
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I really enjoyed this game,
Simple shooting and strategy game, and very challenging. totally recommended.. I love this game, it makes me remember a tank
game on Wii. I recently played this game, and made a video for my Youtube Channel about it.
(Link Down below for the video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PPKT2wNlKs

I was given the opportunity to try this game because the developer reached out to me.
I personally enjoy puzzle games that make you use your mind a little bit. I found it to be a good game to play when you have a
short amount of time. The length of the game seems really fair for the price. It is not a perfect game, but it is a game you can
enjoy.. NICHT KAUFEN~
1. ♥♥♥♥ Musik
2. 1. Level und schon kein Bock mehr.
3. Schlechte Grafik
4. ...
~Nicht empfehlenswert~. This game has a clunky interface, there's no story, the soundtrack is repetitive but, for what it is, it's
actually okay.
It could be a flash game, certainly, so I think it's a bit pricey, but if you can get it on sale or at a giveaway such as the one
orlygift did a while ago, it's most certainly worth it. Keep in mind, though, that if you're not "just another casual player", you
won't enjoy this at all. There are no extra features such as achievements nor trading cards; it's just a casual game to pass some
time on. It works, basically. I'd give it a 2 out of 5. There's a lot of room for improvement, but it's still mildly enjoyable as it is.
I'd rather play something else if I had to choose, quite frankly.. This is a hard one, I like the game and is actually fun to play, it
lacks controller support which should be mandatory for this kind of game. The main menu it's terrible, you mouse over anything
and it'll be selected. The actual game is very fun to play but no score whatsoever, no goals to reach. I think the game has lots of
potential but it needs something else to grab the players. I recommend it AT a lower price, it is not worth what is asked at this
stage.. Seems Good for Free
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